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 This study deals with the optimality theory and the syllable 
structure within the hypothetical framework of the theory. 
The syllable has always played a central role in the 
phonological theory. But within the recent advent of 
Optimality theory, its role has become crucial in Linguistics. 
Optimality theory (OT), "is a linguistic model proposing that 
the observed forms of language arise from the optimal 
satisfaction of conflicting constraints". The study aims to 
investigate segments are to be syllabified in certain different 
ways and the fact that they should be syllabified. This paper 
has been divided into two sections: the first section focuses 
on the definition, concept, and components of the theory. 
The second section is concerned with the general theory of 
syllable within the framework of Optimality theory.  
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1. Introduction                                                                         

              This linguistic model Optimality Theory (hereafter, OT) is a hypothesis of 
dialect and language structure that turned out to be a significant prominent 
pattern in Linguistics after its presentation in 1993 by the phonologist Alan 
(Rutgers University, New Jersey) Prince and the Cognitive scientist Paul 
Smolensky (John Hopkins University, Baltimore) in the year 1993. It is a main 
presumption of the theory that 'there are no fixed bounds on language' (see 
Aitchaison, 2003, p.32). 
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Another proof uncovering that this model is a present and productive one 
- i.e. alongside expanding and developing of Optimality Theory everywhere 
throughout the linguistic world – is its relevance to various subfields of 
linguistics, for example, phonology, syntax, and morphology. Although 
much interests of optimality theory is linked with its use in phonology as it 
was the first area that optimality theory firstly applied 

to.                                                                       Optimality hypothesis has 
borrowed its fundamental aspects from Generative grammar structure, 
which shares its emphasis on the examination of universal  principles, 

language acquisition, and linguistic typology.                                                 

The Theory hypothesizes that language structure is an input– output 
mechanism that combines an output structure to an input structure in such a 
way that each input has exactly one output (Kager, 2004, p.18). To achieve 
this purpose, the grammar contains a segment which equals the input with 
an interminable arrangement set of candidate output forms, and another 
segment that assesses the candidate output by a lot of ranked constraints, 
and chooses the ideal(optimal) output among these. These two segments are 
known as Generator and Evaluator, individually (cf. Vogel, 2004, p. 211). 
Generator or GEN is a function providing a variety of candidate linguistic 
analyses for a specific input GEN which creates a possible list of outputs 
(Kager (1999:20. ).  

Likewise, Evaluator is a function providing the ideal(optimal) analysis of 
the input form  when connected to a lot of output candidates (cf. Vogel, 
2004, p. 211).                           

                          

  2. CANDIDATE COMPARISON 

In optimality theory, the ranking of constraints can be appeared by a tableau, 
this can list two (or any number of) output candidates vertically in irregular 
order, and constraints horizontally, in a descending ranking from left to 
right. The cells contain violation marks '*' brought about by every 
candidate for constrain the adingthe column 

.                                                                                                 
 

 C1 
 

C2 
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Table: 1 (Table used in optimality theory) 

 

The ideal candidate is set by the index ☞  .This candidate (1 a), which has 
no violation of the higher-ranked constraint C1, a constraint violated by its 
competitor (1 b) notice that the ideal (optimal) candidate (1a) is really not 
perfect itself: it has a violation of C2. However, this flaw is insignificant to 
the result. Even though the pattern of violation for C2 is the reverse of that 
for C1, this cannot happen to candidate b. Its violation of C1 has been 
already fatal, shown by the following exclamation mark '!' moreover, the 
shading of cells whose violation content is never again applicable. To 
whole up, candidate (a) is ideal (optimal) as no applicant is accessible that 
fares better, fulfilling constraints in the meantime. A violation of C2 is 

underestimated, as long as C1 can be  fulfilled. (Kager,1999: p 13 

Candidate comparison stays the same when there are different violation, 
and it is not important to count violation-marks, as better or worse 
execution is all that is taken into consideration. In addition, (Tesar and 
Smolensky, 2000, P. 119) present the strategy for 'mark cancellation'. only if 
a tableau compares precisely two candidates, violation marks that the two 
candidates offer can be ignored or dropped since that violation imprints 
nothing to that specific comparison. Mark cancellation is additionally helpful 
when candidates acquire different violation: when one candidate has three 
violation marks from some constraint while another candidate has five, mark 
cancellation diminishes this to zero and two, individually. Comparison, as 
opposed to counting, is what is important.  

                                                               
 

C1 
 

C2 

a.   ☞  candidate                           
  

** 

a. ☞  candidate a   
  

 * 

b. candidate b 
 

 !*   
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b.      candidate  b                         
 

!* 
 

  

 Table : 2 (more than one violation for one candidate) 

3. COMPONENTS OF OPTIMALITY THEORY      

3.1 Generator   

          In Optimality Theory, the GENERATOR or GEN is a function providing a 
variety of candidate linguistic analyses for specific input. So in keeping with 
this depiction, the ideas GEN and input appear to be firmly associated with 
one another. An input basically is selected from the LEXICON of any 
language (cf. Kager 1999, P. 19), and it is examined by the role of GEN which 
is creating a possible relative list of candidates to input. The input for 
phonology is a perfect abstract illustration of a lexical word‟s appearance 
and it is examined by the function GEN which creates a possible list of 

outputs and this property of Generator is called Freedom of Analysis .The 
output candidates are then exactly what their names involve; they are 
candidates displayed to be attainable outputs (Kager, 1999, P.20. ). GEN 

itself “consists of very broad principles of linguistic form, essentially limited 
to those that define the representational primitives and their most basic 

modes of combinations( ”McCarthy  &Prince 1994: 4). So in another way, 
GEN 'releases' an exceedingly general, theoretically endless list of 
candidates, which are pretty much demonstrated after the input form (cf. 

McCarthy and Prince 1993, P. 5; Nathan 2008, P         

     148.)                                                                                                                               
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Table:3  

here, the role of the essential concepts and underlying process in the 
above example   could be clarified.  

The input or underlying form is taken from the LEXICON and then, 
examined by the function GEN, which thus creates a list of candidates 

demonstrated to a limited degree after the respective input.             

    3.2 Eval    

  One of the characterizing features of OT is competition among 
candidates, and this challenge is settled in the Eval module. Eval considers 
candidates in pairwise correlations dependent on their relative 
performance with relation to the constraint hierarchy . EVAL chooses the 
out from a set of candidate starting from two to an infinite number (n). 
The figure in (1) bellow illustrates the process to reach an output from the 

input through the function of GEN and EVAL (Davenport &Hannahs, 
2005). Note that the following graphic representation is indicative only. 

The actual output tableaux differ from this representation.         
 .                                                                                                                             
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     The introductory definition for constraints is a structural requirement 
that may be either satisfied or violated by an output form. A form can 

satisfy a constraint in case it totally fulfills the structural requirement, 
otherwise if the constraint does not fulfill the requirement it will 
showcase that it violates it (Kager 1999, 

p.2).                                                                                           

OT embraces two kinds of constraints, markedness and faithfulness 
constraints. Every individual evaluates one specific aspect of output 
markedness or faithfulness. . Markedness constraints enforce well-
formedness of the output candidate, preventing structures that are difficult 
to produce or comprehend, such as consonant clusters or phrases without 
overt heads (Arbib 2002; Kager 1999,2). Markedness plays an important role 
which, in a soft sense, represents universality. The idea shows that kind of 
linguistics structures embrace two values which are " marked" and 
"unmarked". On the one hand, in cross-linguistics unmarked values are 
favored and fundamental in sentence structure while on the other hand 
marked values are kept off cross-linguistically and just used by grammars to 
make opposition (Kager, 2004, 2,9). 

Faithfulness constraints is in contrast with markedness in which it takes into 
consideration the levels "input and output" ,while markedness does not take 

into consideration any component in the input. Thus it can be noticed  that 
the significant thing here is, however, that both constraints refer to the 
output .it could be noticed that OT has no constraints that solely denotes to 
the input. From a practical point of view, faithfulness preserves the lexical 

item of any language from the "eroding "power of markedness constraints, 
thus it serves two major functions. In total, the general capacity or function 
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of faithfulness is to implement the phonological form of lexical structures in 
the output, as a kind of inertness restricting the space or distance between 

output and  their essential shapes (kager, 2004, 
10).                                                                                                                

One should also need to consider the following constraint set, in 
descending   order of domination (M: Markedness, F: 

Faithfulness):                                                        

1. M: *SS: Sibilant-Sibilant : adjacent sibilants will not be allowed and in 
the output it will get one violation.  

2. M: Agree(Voi): Agree in specification of [voi]: One violation for every 
pair of adjacent obstruents in the output which disagree in voicing.  
3. F: Ident(Voi): Maintains up an identity in the voicing of a sound's 
input and output states.  
4. F: Max: The segment that is in the input but  does not appear in the 
output will result in one violation thus this constraints prevents deletion.   
5. F: Dep: if an output segment does not have input correspondent, it 
will result in one violation and this prevents epenthesis.   

  

  

/kæt + 

z/  

  

  

*SS  

  

Agree  

  

Max  

  

Dep  

  

Ident  

  

Kætɪz  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

!*  

  

  

  

Kætɪs  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

!*  

  

*  
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Kætz  

  

  

  

!*  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Kæt  

  

  

  

  

  

!*  

  

  

  

  

  

☞ kæts  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

*  

  

            

Table: 5 

 

In this example several new constraints operate in order to select the 
correct optimal candidate. It does not matter how the constraints are 

re-ordered, the ‘ɪs ’allomorph will always lose to ‘ɪz .’This is called 
‘harmonic bounding( ’Prince &  Smolensky, 2002, p. 

193)                                                                                

  4. THE SYLLABLE 

      The fundamental attention to the syllable as a linguistic unit can be 
shown in the capacity of local speakers to calculate the number of syllables 
in their language. Researches on the position of the syllable in phonological 
hypothesis (e.g., Blevins, 1995; Khan, 1976; and numerous others) have 
taken local instincts about the presence of the syllable as a conceivable 
piece of proof to support the status of the syllable as a phonological unit, 
particularly in a hypothesis that attempts to represent the 
phonological knowledge of local 
speakers.                                                                                            
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In (Prince and Smolensky's 1993/2004) typology of syllable structure, the 
perception made in the phonological hypothesis that all languages permit 
CV syllables, yet they may contrast in regardless of whether the onset is 

requisite and  weather the coda is permitted, has been caught in the 
accompanying typology. 

4.1 The General Theory of the Syllable 
Syllables differ regarding the number of moras they have. Moras customarily can 

be characterized as a unit of quantity for syllables. Most Linguists perceive 
monomoraic and bimoraic syllables; while others also perceive zero-moraic 
and trimoraic syllables. The investigation aims to represent (I) the way that 
strings segments can be syllabified and in specific ways and the way they 
should be syllabified. 
To get to the way that they can be syllabified by any means, we must agree that 
GEN can comprise syllables. To drive the syllabic structure to be inserted, we 

should include  a constraint requiring it. The applicable constraint has been 
called PARSE (Hammond, 

2003:46).                                                                             
                                                                                                                       

 PARSE 

 Segments must be syllabified 

The least difficult explanation of what can go where in a syllable requires 
differentiation between syllable margins and syllable peaks. All syllables 
must have one and just a single syllable peak. All the material that is around 

the peak is comprised of the syllable margins.  These suppositions are a 
portion of GEN. The essential story for English could be said that vowels 

have to be syllable peaks and   consonants must be syllable 
margins.                                                                           

Assumingly there is a constraint schema that allocates violation when some 
segment is a syllable peak Call this*PEAK/X                                                

 *PEAK/X 

 X must not be a syllable peak  
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As an introductory statement, this schema is instantiated in English with a 
constraint:  

"PEAK/C.  Also, we will assume that there are similar schemata for onset and 
coda:  

 *ONSET/X and *CODA/X 

 *CODA/X 

 X must not be an onset  

 *CODA/X 

 X must not be coda 

Again, as a preliminary statement, these schemata are instantiated in English 
as:           

  *ONSET/V and*CoDA/V.  

Observing how these four constraints catch some fundamental realities 
about English syllable structure. Assume first as a word like cap [hat). This 
word could only be syllabified as a single syllable. Some other syllabification 
of this word would mean a generally unnecessary violation of PEAK/C. 
Another probability is to strand fragments and leave them syllabified. 
However that would result in Violation of PARSE. Still another plausibility is 
to leave segments unpronounced. But FAITH gets Violated. In this and 
following tableaux, unlabeled square brackets show syllable participation 
(Hammond, 2003. 
P.44).                                                                                                            
 

                                                                                         

/hæt/  FAITH  *PEAK/ C  PARSE 

[hæt] ☞       

[t[ ]hæ] 
 

*! 
 

hæt[] 
  

*! 
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[hæ] *! 
  

Simple Table: 6 for hat 

 

There are still no obvious ranking connections between these 
constraints. The below tableau for boa [boa] demonstrates the 

requirement for *ONSET/V and CoDA/V (The  subscript demonstrates a 
vowel in onset or coda position).  

  

/boǝ/  PARSE   *ONSET/ V  *CODA/ V 

]ǝ[ ]bo[ ☞       

̯[boǝ[ 
  

!* 

[bo̯ǝ[ 
 

!* 
 

boǝ !* 
  

Simple Tableau:7 for boa                                                             

 (Hammond, 2003:45) 

 Let us study the treatment of polysyllabic words. Assume first a word like 
puppy 

 [ ph
Ʌpi ] . and so far it is not clear whether the medial p is could be 

syllabified as onset  or coda.  

  

 

  

/pi/Ʌp  FAITH  *CODA/h  PARSE  

 ☞ [Ʌp [ ]pi]        

 ☞ [Ʌp p] [i]        

[Ʌp]p [i]      !*  

Table:8 Ambiguous syllabification of puppy  
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While , Ahab /ehæb/ is unambiguous in its syllabification because of  *CODA/h.   

  

/ehæb/  FAITH  *CODA/h  PARSE  

☞ [e] [hæb]        

   [eh] [æb]    !*    

[e] h[æb]      !*  

Table:9 unambiguous syllabification of Ahab  

 Ibid  

  

CONCLUSION  

 1- Optimality theory embraces the idea that language is a system of 
conflicting forces. These 'forces' are denoted by constraints ,each of 

which makes a requirement about some aspect of grammatical output 
forms.                                 

2-The Optimality theory considers that its components (GEN and EVAL) are 
universal. Differences in grammars reflect various rankings of the universal 
constraint set.  

3- Syllable gets a crucial role in the phonological theory within the 
framework of Optimality theory. It shows that different constraints 
capture crucial facts about the syllable structure, for example with the 

word ‘hat , ’this word can only be divided as a single syllable. Some other 
syllabification of this word would mean a generally unimportant violation 
of PEAK/C. thus string segments will be differently 

syllabified.                                                                                               
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 پـوخـتـە:

ئەم توێژینەوەیە کار لەگەڵ بیردۆزەی ئۆپتیماڵتی (نموونەیی) و پێکهاتەی بڕگەیی 

ی ڕۆڵێکدەکات لەناو چوارچێوەیەکی بیردۆزەیی بۆ تیۆرییەکە. بڕگە هەمیشە 

گرنگ و سەرەکی گێڕاوە لە تیۆری دەنگسازی(فۆنۆلۆجی) ، بەڵام لەگەڵ هاتنی 

ئەم بیردۆزە گرنگ و نوێیە (تیۆری ئۆپتیماڵتی) و دەرکەوتنی وایلێهات ڕۆڵێکی 

یەکلاکەرەوە بگێڕێ لە زمانەوانیدا. ئەم تیۆرە نموونەیەکی پێشنیارکراوی 

نەی زمان، کە جێی سەرنج و تێبینین، زمانەوانییە، کە پێیوایە ئەو سیما جیاوازا

دەکرێ گونجاوترین و شایستەترینیان هەڵبژێردرێن. ئامانجی توێژینەوەکەش بۆ 
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گەیشتن بەڕاستی ئەوەیە، کە بڕگەی دەنگەژێیەکان بەشێویەکی دیاریکراو و 

جیاواز دابەش دەبێ،لەڕاستیشدا پێویستە بڕگە دەنگێکی دیاریکراویی بڕگەیی بێ 

بۆ دوو بەش دابەش دەبێ، یەکەم:تیشک دەخاتە سەر ئەم پارچەیەش 

پێناسەکردنی تیۆریەکە و چەمک و پێکهاتەکانی، بەشی دووەم: پەیوستە بە تیۆری 

  بڕگە بەشێوەیەکی گشتی لەچوارچێوەی تیۆری نموونەیی.

 

 : المستخلص

رية. لعب للنظتتناول هذه الدراسة فرضية نظرية المثالية والبنية المقطعية ضمن الإطار النظري 
دو را رئيسي ا في النظرية الصوتية. ولكن في ظل ظهور نظرية التماثل الحديثة   المقطع دائم ا

، أصبح دورها حاس ما في علم اللغويات. إن نظرية التماثل ، "هي نموذج لغوي يقترح أن 
قة أن لى حقيالأشكال الملحوظة للغة تنشأ من الرضا الأمثل للقيود المتعارضة". تهدف الدراسة إ

مقاطع الأوتار سيتم تقسيمها بطرق معينة مختلفة وحقيقة أنها يجب أن تكون بشكل مقاطع. 
كوناتها. ومفهومها وم  تم تقسيم هذا البحث إلى قسمين: يركز القسم الأول على تعريف النظرية 

 القسم الثاني يتعلق بالنظرية العامة للمقطع في إطار نظرية المثالية.
 

 

 

 

 


